
E Arnold (Graphic Early Reader)
Arnold, Tedd. Noodleheads See the Future.
Inspired by folktales about fools from around the world, 
the silly antics of brothers Mac and Mac Noodlehead 
are full of wordplay, jokes, and slapstick humor.

E Bang
Bang, Molly. When Sophie Thinks She Can’t…  
Sophie is discouraged because she always struggles 
with math and puzzles – until her teacher shows her 
the hidden value of “try” and “yet.”

E Barnett
Barnett, Mac. Triangle.
Triangle is going to play a sneaky trick on his friend, 
Square. Or so Triangle thinks.

E Brown
Brown, Peter. My Teacher is A Monster! (No, I am Not). 
Bobby thinks his teacher, Ms. Kirby, is horrible, but 
when he sees her outside of school and they spend a 
day in the park together, he discovers she might not be 
so bad after all.

E Kerascoët
Kerascoët. I Walk with Vanessa: a Story About a 
Simple Act of Kindness. 
This simple yet powerful picture book tells the story of 
one girl who inspires a community to stand up to bullying.

E Lê
Lê, Minh. Drawn Together. 
When a young boy visits his grandfather, their lack of a 
common language leads to confusion and silence. But 
as they sit down to draw together, something magical 
happens with a shared love of art and storytelling. E-book

J 567.9 Da/Easy Reader
Davis, Lee. Dinosaur Dinners. (DK Readers)
Step back in time with T.Rex, Troodon, and other 
herbivores and carnivores and let these monstrous 
creatures tell you themselves how dinosaurs hunt their 
breakfast, lunch and dinner!

J 597.3 Wa
Waters, John F. Sharks Have Six Senses. (Let’s Read 
and Find Out Science) 
Sharks have the same five senses that humans have, 
but they also have an extra sixth sense. What is this 
sense and how does a shark use all six senses to track 
down prey? 

J 728.81 Ma/Easy Reader
Macaulay, David. Castle: How It Works.
Text and detailed illustrations take the reader on a tour 
of a medieval castle.

J 745.5083 Ju
Junior Maker: Experiments to Try, Crafts to Create, 
and Lots to Learn!
A collection of experiments and craft activities invite 
children to learn about space, nature, history, animals, 
and science. 

J 818.60208 PA 
Pattison, Rosie Gowsell. Just Joking 6. (National 
Geographic Kids) 
This series is packed with the silly jokes kids love, 
including knock-knock jokes, tongue twisters, riddles, 
and traditional question-and-answer jokes.

J 920.72 Cl
Clinton, Chelsea. She Persisted: 13 American 
Women Who Changed the World.
Read about 13 American women who shaped our 
country despite discouragement, sometimes through 
speaking out, sometimes by staying seated, sometimes 
by captivating an audience.
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E/Easy Reader Selznick
Selznick, Brian. Baby Monkey, Private Eye.
This delightful beginning reader follows a monkey 
private eye who solves five cases by looking carefully 
for visual clues. E-book

E Weston
Weston, Robert Paul. Sakura’s Cherry Blossoms.
A warm exploration of a little girl’s experience 
immigrating to a new country and missing her home 
and grandmother, who still lives far away.

E (Easy Reader) Adler
Adler, David. Kick it, Mo! 
When soccer season starts, Mo, who has been working 
hard to improve his kicking stills, wonders if he will ever 
get a chance to show his team what he can do.

E (Easy Reader) Lin
Lin, Grace. Ling and Ting Share a Birthday. 
Ling and Ting are twins. They share a birthday and 
they also share a birthday secret! 

 E (Easy Reader)/J Fic McDonald
McDonald, Megan. Judy Moody, Tooth Fairy. (Judy 
Moody and Friends)
When Judy and her friends overhear an older student 
say there is no such thing as the Tooth Fairy, Judy 
plans to test the theory herself.

E (Easy Reader) Pham
Pham, LeUyen. The Itchy Book! 
Dinosaurs do not scratch. There is a rule written in 
stone. What is an itchy dinosaur to do?

E (Easy Reader) Sharmat
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Nate the Great and the 
Hungry Book Club. (Nate the Great)
Nate and his dog Sludge help Rosamond discover who 
has been tearing the pages out of her books. 

E (Easy Reader) Th
Thomas, Jan. My Toothbrush is Missing!
When Dog’s toothbrush goes missing, his friends help 
him look for it.

E (Easy Reader) Yo
Yoon, Salina. My Kite is Stuck! and Other Stories.
Three friends, Big Duck, Little Duck, and Porcupine, 
are featured in this funny trio of stories.

J Fic Green (Graphic Novel)
Green, John. Hippopotamister.
Hippo and Red Panda decide to leave their run-down 

zoo and make it in the human world. But first they’ll 
have to get a job. A fun and engaging first step into 
graphic novels for early readers. E-book

J Fic/Easy Reader Hale
Hale, Shannon. The Princess in Black. 
Who says princesses don’t wear black? When trouble 
raises its blue monster head, Princess Magnolia 
ditches her flouncy dresses and becomes the 
Princess in Black. Audiobook

J Fic Hanlon
Hanlon, Abby. Dory Fantasmagory. 
Dory, a girl with a very active imagination, spends the 
summer playing with her imaginary friend, pretending 
to be a dog, battling monsters, and generally driving 
her family nuts. Audiobook

J Fic LaReau
LaReau, Kara. The Infamous Ratsos.
Rat brothers Louis and Ralphie Ratso try to prove that 
they are as rough and tough as their father in the Big 
City, but every time they try to show how tough they 
are, they end up accidentally doing good deeds instead.

J Fic McDonald
McDonald, Megan. Stink and the Attack of the Slime 
Mold. (Stink)
What looks like dog vomit, smells like a corpse flower, 
and stars in one of the scariest movies Stink Moody 
has ever seen? At Saturday Science Club, Stink learns 
all about slime mold.

J Fic MacLachlan
MacLachlan, Patricia. Barkus.
When Uncle Everton departs on a voyage, he leaves 
Barkus, “the smartest dog in the world,” with Nicky and 
her family.

J Fic West
West, Tracey. Rise of the Earth Dragon. (Dragon 
Masters)
Dragon Masters must learn how to connect with and 
train their dragons, and also uncover their special 
power. Does eight-year-old Drake have what it takes to 
be a Dragon Master?

J 398.2 De
Demi. The Empty Pot.
To choose his successor, an aging Chinese Emperor 
gives a flower seed to each child in the kingdom. One 
child’s failure to grow a beautiful flower is turned to 
success in a tale of honesty rewarded.


